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In order to pay for school and continue being active in the community, I enlisted in the Texas Army National
Guard as a Medic. We made pizza together, watched Shrek on their cozy couch together, and went fishing on
Sunday together. Even though I was probably only ten at the time, I wanted to find a way to help kids like me.
Bird, human, human, bird. I was the king of bowling, and Dawn was the queen of tennis. In my hometown of
New Haven, Connecticut, where normality wasâ€¦well, the norm, I tried to be a typical student â€” absolutely,
perfectly normal. In the case of surfing, the salty water, weightlessness of bobbing over the waves, and fresh
air could cater to senses. For example, if you lost a friend due to an argument, you can analyze the positions
from both sides, evaluate your decisions, and identify why you were wrong. Luckily, I board my train with
seconds to spare, and without being turned into a pancake â€” always a plus. Alternatively, a more relaxed
way to address this prompt is using an informal event or realization, which would allow you to show more
personality and creativity. As I studied Chinese at my school, I marveled how if just one stroke was missing
from a character, the meaning is lost. Which is home? Unsettled, I turn to my ever-present book for comfort.
That night when my brother was gone I went to a local store and bought a piece of chocolate taffy, his
favorite. I thought my parents were superheroes; surely they would be able to make well again. All I knew was
that I felt sick, and I was waiting for my mom to give me something to make it better. But I digress. I speak
both English and Chinese: Chinese is for math, science, and process, but I prefer English for art, emotion, and
description. I have only scratched the surface in this ever evolving field but know that the technological
potential is limitless. This course revealed a direct correlation between what I had studied in the classroom
with the real world. Thanks to this experience, I know now better than ever that State University is my future,
because through it I seek another, permanent, opportunity to follow my passion for science and engineering.
Twenty minutes have passed when the door abruptly opens.

